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ABSTRACT The relevance and benefits of Traditional Male Circumcision (TMC) as opposed to Medical Male
Circumcision (MMC) has been a topical issue globally. The purpose of this paper through a desktop review, seeks
to elicit debates, discussions, discourses and analysis of the pros and cons between Traditional Male Circumcision
(TMC) and Medical Male Circumcision (MMC). The following underpinning factors have been identified to be a
panacea: TMC as an identity maker; TMC harnesses social status. TMC phenomenon is also considered to be
perfidious because of: Clinical hazards and illegal initiation schools; para-professionalism associated with traditional
practitioners; and conflict between the culture of TMC and modernity. The present paper recommends that: Public
need to be afforded the principle of self-determination; a need for all relevant TMC stakeholders to embrace the
current gaps in the TMC; and allow other TMC stakeholders to decide whether to supplant MMC or find ways to
improve TMC.

INTRODUCTION

Incontrovertibly, the importance of maintain-
ing Traditional Male Circumcision (TMC) can-
not be overemphasized due to its cultural princi-
ples and values of bringing unity and social co-
hesion (Nomngcoyiya and Kang’ethe 2017).
Culture is perceived by Mathangwane (2009) as
a traditional, social and psychological dictionary
that African communities have memorized and
through which each person unconsciously in-
terprets themselves and others. More so, it also
has a religious value as it promotes peace and
tranquility as well as its ability to provide many
African societies with distinctive national, so-
cial and personal identity (Ntombana 2011). It
also enables African people to acquire social
capital, interconnectedness, sense of belong-
ing, communalism, social interaction, and filling
of generation gaps, and to nurture men that be-
come responsible for family, society and great
leadership (Kheswa et al. 2014). However, the
dynamic international forces of modernization,
globalization, eurocentrism, civilization and west-
ernization appear to be tilting cultural variables
day-in-day-out (Kang’ethe 2014; Mpateni 2017).

To this end, the aforementioned dynamic
forces have derailed, disabled and paralyzed
many of these cultural practices and made Afri-
can people to believe that they were outdated,
barbaric, demeaning, and violating people’s
rights (Nomngcoyiya and Kang’ethe 2017).
These have left many African people in a state
of confusion and not fully comprehending the
niche and the value of cultural practices such as
Traditional Male Circumcision (TCM) (Abraha-
ms 2017). Therefore, a critical analysis with the
intent of repackaging the meaning and placing
the role of Traditional Male Circumcision (TMC)
in the cultural terrain, exposing and highlighting
perfidious dimensions is critical, timeous and
urgent. This is to make invaluable cultural prac-
tices such as Traditional Male Circumcision, not
only be appreciated by the elderly, but also be
embraced by youths as cultural practices that
have been engrained and benchmarks the Afri-
cans’ ways of life (Nomngcoyiya 2015). It also
serves as a point of reference and the moral com-
pass that has been guiding our societies since
time immemorial (Kang’ethe 2013). More so, this
is done as an endeavor to encourage and moti-
vate African people to realize and understand
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the value imbedded in it, and for the people to
understand the goal posts and the need to fulfil
those goal posts. Optimistically also, some prag-
matists and contemporary literature indicate that
cultural interventions can be a strong formida-
ble tool in mitigating social vices including HIV/
AIDS,  especially in African countries (Kang’ethe
and Nomngcoyiya 2016). These misplaced mod-
ernization and civilization ideologies need to be
set aside because, other first world countries
such as India, Japan and China are fully devel-
oped yet their cultural undertaking have been
moving on in tandem with their development
not lagging behind (Kang’ethe 2014). Further-
more, conceptualizing Traditional Male Circum-
cision is imperative because, all these undesir-
able and retrogressive dimensions that are infil-
trating this cultural rite have to be identified and
dealt with accordingly. The fact that African peo-
ple are increasingly losing their cultural values
places its importance to explain the underpin-
nings of these cultural organs and how signifi-
cant it is to retain and resuscitate them (Kheswa
et al. 2014).  More so, the need for Africans to
seek home brewed solutions is increasing daily
(Battle and Cousin 2011). In line with the African
Union’s notion of African reawakening and Af-
rican Renaissance these researchers suggest
Africans to take a route of Africanizing African
problems in an endeavor to get African solu-
tions. Therefore, various mishaps associated
with Traditional Male Circumcision are no ex-
ception. Importantly, the custodians of culture
need to work tirelessly to find the lasting solu-
tion to the current challenges faced by TMC,
instead of being coerced by antagonists of this
cultural practice to consider MMC as an alter-
native (Nomngcoyiya and Kang’ethe 2017).

Problem Statement

Increasingly, South Africa is scoring insig-
nificantly in the international arena on issues of
human rights, especially, in the protection of
young boys during Traditional Male Circumci-
sion rite in the Eastern Cape. This is because,
year-in-year-out deaths associated with botched
circumcision has led to various role players such
as government to suggest that maybe it’s time
that communities practicing the rite to do away
with it and rather take Medical Male Circumci-
sion (MMC) route. However, a majority of South
Africans especially Southern Nguni and certain

Northern Nguni ethnic groups such as amaNde-
bele and amaSwati feel the culture still occupies
a pivotal niche in their lives through Traditional
Male Circumcision (TMC). Hence, it is of out-
most important to engage in research dialogue,
discourse and debates to discuss,  analyse and
the review pros and cons between TMC and
MMC in contemporary epoch.

METHODOLOGY

This paper has adopted a literature review
methodology and has immensely benefitted from
analysing and reviewing an array of empirical
studies and literature sources on TMC domain
such as contemporary literature (Newspapers,
magazines, academic journals, etc.), books and
researchers’ experiential knowledge on the ter-
rain of Traditional Male Circumcision and being
advocates for resuscitation of cultural practices.

OBSRVATIONS  AND  DISCUSSION

The Panacea of Traditional Male Circumcision
as a Cultural Undertaking

Traditional Male Circumcision as an
Identity Maker

In any socio-cultural context, being young
is tantamount to a state of identity crisis, reflect-
ing one’s self-image. This is a state when the a
young person tries to find who he/she is, where
one belongs, one’s cultural dispensation and
the significant others one is  supposed to relate
with. The path to seek self-identity is an impera-
tive psychological dispensation which cannot
be overemphasized (Huitt 2004). It is an impor-
tant part of moral, social and mental develop-
ment.  Klimstra et al. (2010) also believe that it is
universally prevalent among the adolescents,
although the way in which it manifests itself var-
ies from societal and cultural context to another.
For adolescents, identity is an individual cogni-
zance of himself/herself as an autonomous,
unique individual with unique needs and a spe-
cific place in society; and it occurs during infan-
cy but continues throughout the life cycle stag-
es, although it mushrooms most in the adoles-
cent phase. In psychosocial stage of develop-
ment, Erikson stipulates that each stage of the
human life cycle passes through with crises for
development (Swartz et al. 2011).

Therefore, male adolescents from societies
practing the rite are no exception. This crisis comes
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with struggles and experiments with conflicting
identities as the boys move from the security of
the childhood to develop an autonomous iden-
tity which usually involves what Erikson term
“identity versus role confusion” and there’s al-
ways a great need to resonate confusion with
identity (Kheswa et al. 2014). It is against such a
background that Traditional Male Circumcision
in Southern Nguni and other Northern Nguni
ethnic goups, is perceived as an Acropolis of
African rite of passage and a catalyst to the ac-
cretion of self-identity of an African youth (Bal-
iso et al. 2015). Such a finding resonates with
various studies on Traditional Male Circumci-
sion that discovered that it plays a vital role in
identity development of young men through a
rite of passage from boyhood to manhood (Nom-
ngcoyiya 2015). Similarly, boys from societies
practicing the rite believe it’s a cultural require-
ment and a sense of social and personal identity
to undergo an initiation to be a man as being a
boy or an which is “inkwenkwe” a derogatory
term for young boy  perceived to be socially and
sexually undesirable identity (Mpateni 2017).
Perhaps, the fact that young boys in communi-
ties practicing this rite are willing to put their
lives on the line despite all the circumcision ac-
cidents and deaths associated with this practice
justifies invaluability of the rite. Besides being a
symbol of normalizing the state of dissonance
in identity, Ndangam (2008) alludes that man-
hood and masculine identity are closely linked
especially in societies where traditional circum-
cision is strongly practiced. Thus, circumcision
initiation serves as a tool of portraying and au-
thenticating manhood as well as enabling one
to acquire social identity at the same time (Nom-
ngcoyiya 2015). However, this has brought a
sad state of affairs as the personal and social
identity by communities practicing the rite is
only seen through the spectacles of initiation
practice acquired via “entabeni” which is initia-
tion in the bush (Deacon and Thomson 2012).
This therefore, suggests that young boys who
find other means to resolves their state of iden-
tity dissonance would be humiliated and ostra-
cized or rather disowned by such societies.

Traditional Male Circumcision as Tool
of Harnessing Social Status

Incontrovertibly, the need to acquire social
status through Traditional Male Circumcision

outweighs all adverse effects associated with
this practice. Social status in its very nature
embraces fundamental pillars that are common
to most African cultures which include shared
communal values, collectivism, coexistence and
interdependence (Kang’ethe 2013; Nomngcoy-
iya and Kang’ethe 2017). Although it’s not a
predetermined requirement for TMC, however,
Nqeketho (2008) believes that social status as-
sociated with rite is driven by human endeavor
for a sense of community; social identity, inter-
connectedness and belonging, while in the pro-
cess find their personal significance in life. In-
terestingly, it’s not only young men alone who
desire social identity and status, even a majority
of their female counterparts are believed to have
immense respect and regard for men that have
underwent the rite of passage through circumci-
sion initiation than those who are uncircumcised
(Peltzer et al. 2008). Similarly also, such funda-
mental aspects of circumcision initiation which
are closely associated with social status have
other benefits such as conducting traditional
rituals and activities, being part of the decision-
making within one’s own family and the commu-
nity at large, and attaining respect and social
power from one’s society (Kepe 2010). Such
privileges, therefore, cannot be enjoyed by any
man that is uncircumcised despite his age and
socio-economic status in African society. This,
therefore, means that initiation by circumcision
for men practicing the rite is imperative for both
societal and individual needs (Mbachi and Liko-
ko 2013). Such values are richly embraced and
cherished by the society through their embed-
ment in isiXhosa, a proverb that says “Umntu
ngumntu ngabantu” (a person is person because
of other persons) (Tanya 2006). However, such
privileges may seem to be insignificant espe-
cially in the contemporary epoch as a result of
promotion of individualism. However, tradition-
al societies which are rooted in the aforemen-
tioned principles still hold them with high es-
teem and are not easily attainable. Therefore,
TMC holds immense values and it would be
unfair to down play such values when compar-
ing it with MMC (Nomngcoyiya 2015). This
could be one of the reasons most young men
and their parents in the midst of various atroci-
ties ranging from penile amputations, circumci-
sion accidents, and disabilities even deaths are
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willing to risk it all in order to enjoy such invalu-
able benefits. Perhaps, the cost-benefit analysis
(CBA) in terms of equating both practices in
this regard would mean that TMC benefits per-
haps may outweigh MMC if it has to be con-
ducted in societies that are practicing the rite.

Perfidy Associated with Traditional Male
Circumcision

Clinical Hazards and Illegal Initiation Schools

Unfortunately and realistically, the contem-
porary traditional circumcision in South Africa
is increasingly being characterized by a spate of
botched circumcisions performed by inexperi-
enced fly-by-night traditional surgeons. This has
also brought in an alien culture that is not syn-
onymous with conventional purpose and inte-
gral role played by initiation schools in the tra-
ditional circumcision practice in South Africa.
Evidence holds that initiation schools have re-
cently been defined by a new norm that involves
initiates being the subjects of beating with sticks,
kicked on their chest and burnt with smoulder-
ing plastic on their buttocks and knees by their
traditional nurses in various Eastern Cape ille-
gal initiation schools (Mpateni 2017). Nomng-
coyiya and Kang’ethe (2017) also discovered
such unprecedented revelation that illegal initi-
ation schools have been associated with expos-
ing initiates to health hazards, unnecessary
deaths, and other controversial activities such
as being overshadowed by young and unfit,
unskilled and inexperienced bogus traditional
practitioners. Such a scenario has become a
cause for concern as the majority of parents felt
that their sons became drugs and alcohol ad-
dicts as an aftermath of the rite of passage in the
contemporary initiation schools (Kheswa et al.
2014). To say the least, statistics from the Cul-
tural, Religious and Linguistic Communities
(CRL Rights Commission)  revealed that 774 ini-
tiates died across eight South African Provinc-
es between 2006 and 2016 (Abrahams 2017). In a
nutshell, about 557 initiates deaths were report-
ed between 2006 and 2014; with a further in-
crease in death toll between 2014 and 2016 to
199 initiates in the Eastern Cape, 10 in the Free
State, 6 in the Northern Cape, 6 in Gauteng, 8 in
Limpopo, 8 in Mpumalanga, 7 and 7 in North

West and Western Cape respectively (Nyoka
2017).  However, the majority of  deaths were
from the Eastern Cape in OR Tambo District in
particular. Similarly, the Community Development
Foundation of South Africa (CODEFSA) during
the winter season between June 2014 to 2015
period rescued approximately 155 initiates from
illegal initiation schools in Phondoland region
to their various designated centers to provide
them  the  much needed psychosocial support
such as food, water, nursing their wounds and
informal counselling provided by caregivers
(Mpateni 2017). Realistically also, unless the
parents, families, community networks and gov-
ernment collaborate in solving the problem of
illegal schools, the problem may linger longer.
Perhaps, the blame game and finger pointing at
one another coupled with lip-service reaction-
ary episodes are all likely to keep the problem-
solving process at snail’s pace. The government
and by extension the cultural custodians owe
the society an answer to the stalemate. Howev-
er, parents also need to have inputs as it is their
children and themselves who are victims. These
researchers believe it is high time South Africa
regain its niche in the human rights arena. The
country cannot continue to be watched by the
whole world killing its young men in the name of
the culture during  circumscision initiation fray.
This needs to stop. Apparently also, it is evi-
dent that the underpinnings associated with
botched circumcision such as illegal initiation
schools will continue to impede the value, dig-
nity and developmental aspects of this practice
(SABC 2017). Lastly, as Mpateni (2017) sug-
gests, the contemporary stalemate associated
with circumcision in South Africa calls for the
involvement and reflection of a diverse stake-
holders. The stalemate is a national disaster that
requires national response. The government of-
ficials need to pave a way in facilitating  in prob-
lem solving process. Perhaps it’s also high time
to review the overarching powers that have been
bestowed to traditional custodians especially in
the issues of TMC.

Para-professionalism Associated With
Traditional Practitioners

Findings indicated that traditional circumci-
sion practitioners in the study area lacked pro-
fessionalism through the traditional nurses be-
ing youths and individuals with neither cultur-
ally appropriate knowledge, nor tested experi-
ence. However, and unfortunately, this is not an
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unfamiliar phenomenon because researchers in
diverse Traditional Male Circumcision studies
have long identified the phenomena of incom-
petence, inappropriateness, negligence and
para-professionalism as the major contributing
factors in the current deaths and incidents in
this practice (Mpateni 2017). Further, the cur-
rent stalemate of Traditional Male Circumcision
mirrors the research findings by Nomngcoyiya
and Kang’ethe (2017) that Traditional Male Cir-
cumcision practitioners grossly lacked skills,
knowledge and expertise of conducting proper
and quality circumcision procedure/practice. It
is therefore critical that the state as a custodian
of people’s human and health rights critically look
into the prevailing problems and put in place in-
terventions to remedy the current mishaps in
TMC.  Of pivotal importance is to woo the cul-
tural custodians to take their role of guiding the
circumcision process professionally and appro-
priately. There should be a stringent process of
achieving the recruitment and selection of the
traditional practitioners such as the traditional
nurses.

Conflict between the Culture of Traditional
Male Circumcision and Modernity

Apparently, the cultural pendulum seems to
be swinging towards modernity as government
advocacy for Medical Male Circumcision (MMC)
appears to  intensify day-in-day-out (Kheswa et
al. 2014). But in these researchers’ contention, it
spells doom to the culture of Traditional Male
Circumcision for the government to throw its
weight behind MMC. This is because the gov-
ernment has strong machinery of advocacy and
funding that can lead to a successful campaign
against the culture. However, the government
has the right to defend its people against a neg-
ative onslaught even if it is culturally grounded.
As such, the country of South Africa has been
on the international news spotlight for contin-
ued deaths of the initiates (Nomngcoyiya and
Kang’ethe 2017). But for the cultural architects
such as these researchers, and of course the
Traditional Male Circumcision cultural diehards,
the phenomenon of the government going
against the culture could herald the weakening
of cultures, considering the fact that South Afri-
ca is one of the few African countries that is fast
embracing Eurocentric values at the expense of
Afrocentric values. Realistically, going the route

of Medical Male Circumcision (MMC) could be
a serious blow to the Southern Nguni ethnic
groups pursuing the culture of Traditional Male
Circumcision. This, in a way could be a route to
weaken other traditional cultures. This needs to
be fought tooth and nail. These researchers
agree with Kang’ethe’s contention (2013) that
people without a strong culture are like slaves
without heritage and identity, it would then be
pertinent that ways and means to strengthen
the South African cultures such as Traditional
Male Circumcision are upheld (Kang’ethe and
Nomngcoyiya 2016). It is a glory to the societies
and the country at large. Perhaps the fact that
there have been some conflicts between the tra-
ditional custodians of culture and provincial gov-
ernment on issues to guide circumcision could
be a possibility that lays a foundation for chal-
lenges in the circumcision institution. As such,
the Eastern Cape House of Traditional Leaders
have disowned the Circumcision Act of 2001 that
was passed by the Eastern Cape Legislature
claiming that there was inadequate consultation
between them as traditional custodians and the
government. They also believed that the gov-
ernment move was an attempt to undermine the
cultural practice (Kepe 2010). More so, both tra-
ditional leaders and elderly people are strongly
critiquing the intervention by other stakehold-
ers such as, the government in involving medi-
cal practitioners in this initiation, but on the oth-
er hand, the leaders don’t seem to bring con-
crete plan on the as to how to curb the current
pandemonium (Mpateni 2017). Apparently, what
could be brewing grains of conflict is the gov-
ernment’s unwavering support towards en-
trenchment of the Western culture’s hegemony
in all spheres of people’s lives including west-
ernizing traditional male circumcision. For exam-
ple, in its advocacy for MMC, the international
community especially the United States of Amer-
ica has heavily funded Medical Male Circumci-
sion. In the recent past, South Africa has re-
ceived from the US President’s Emergency Plan
for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) a sum of R7 million
towards Medical Male Circumcision (Peltzer et
al. 2008). Apparently, this has been perceived
by cultural custodians as a threat and attempt to
supplant Traditional Male Circumcision (Baliso
et al. 2016). Once more, it is alleged that certain
provincial department in 2013 awarded a medi-
cal circumcision tender worth approximately
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R182 million to Health Care Services to circum-
cise about 260 000 boys at the value of R700
each without following proper procurement pro-
cedures. This points to the phenomenon of com-
mercializing the practice (Bailey 2013).

CONCLUSION

Irrefutably, making an analysis and a review
of whether TMC is still in line with its intended
objectives and goals is critical, timeous and ur-
gent, especially in this epoch of unrelenting cas-
es of clinical circumcision mishaps in some parts
of the country. Such as analysis and review is
likely to define the niche of the TMC and possi-
bly change some of its undesirable aspects
which seem to be detrimental in this cultural
growth and development. Perhaps, the adop-
tion of cost-benefit-analysis (CBA) is needed
with the hope of determining whether to retain
the culture of traditional male circumcision or
seek alternatives altogether or to set relevant
new goal posts.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• The need to appreciate both the negative
and positives aspects of TMC in order to
allow the public to apply its mind.

• There’s also a need for all relevant TMC
stakeholders to embrace the current gaps in
the TMC. This would help the TMC stake-
holders to decide whether to supplant MMC
or find ways to improve TMC.

• The need for the government as the custo-
dians of legislation to really consider the
wishes of the people.

• The need for government machinery to
strongly commit itself to address those clin-
ical challenges in order for the cultural goal
posts to be maintained. This is because
MMC may be able to serve health purposes
but not be able to serve cultural solution such
as social capital embedded to TMC. There-
fore, MMC could prove to be a big blow to
cultural development, resuscitation, etc.
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